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Momote and Atkins  

  
Process  Highway Maintenance  

Users  Maintenance Team Gang Leaders 
 

 

Hardware  Various  

Software  Momote   

Location  Nationwide (UK) 
 

 

  

  

Business Problem 

 

Established in 1938, Atkins Global has become one of the 
Worlds largest construction design and engineering 
consultancies. Atkins currently employ over 17 000 people 
and have more than 200 permanent offices worldwide. 
 

In the UK, a key area of focus for Atkins is Highway 
maintenance and operations. In this sector Atkins service 
delivery goes beyond their traditional consultancy role.  
 
Atkins place great importance on optimising operational 
efficiency and excellence and as a result had identified 
several areas of inefficiency within their Highways job 
processes. 

Business Solution 

 

After analysing the issues, Atkins concluded that the 
inefficient flow of job information, both into and out of central 
office, was at the root of all their problems and identified 
real-time information exchange enabled by mobile 
technology as the solution. 

 

 

Background / Process 

One of the key areas where Atkins had identified process 

inefficiencies was in the distribution and management of job 

details to each of their on-site gang leaders. Jobs would 

come in to the central Service Management Centre who 

would then distribute the job details to the nearest gang, 

often via several phone calls. Once the job had been 

received, the gang leader would fill out a standard job sheet 

on-site which would be kept until a site fax machine could be 

used to return the details to the service centre. 

The process was sluggish and often led to job details being 

inaccurate or lost. The process also meant that job details, 

including start/finish times and photographs, were not 

accessible to the Service Management Centre until a gang 

leader found time to fax them and only once the faxed details 

had been re-keyed onto the central data-base. 

Another problem Atkins identified was the lack of accurate 

management information they had access to, especially real-

time reporting capabilities. Under the UK Highways Agency 

SLAs, Atkins could potentially face a financial penalty for a 

failure to complete a job within a certain time period. Using 

their paper process, Atkins had to rely solely on their gang 

leaders filling out accurate start and finish times for jobs 

Solution  

Atkins researched the available technology and were 

convinced that Mobile IT was the direction to take. They 

required a solution that could integrate seamlessly the 

existing back-end systems and would utilise the GPS location 

capabilities of mobile devices. After conducting an initial 

requirements gathering session, Momote designed, 

developed and deployed Atkins mobile workforce 

management application, Inform Mobile, in under one month. 

Inform Mobile provides real-time information exchange 

between Atkins Service Management Centre and their gangs 

operating on Atkins Global Highways Maintenance contracts 

across the UK.  

 

As soon as a job comes into the service centre the full 

details, including location and materials required, are sent 

directly to the gang leaders mobile device removing any need 

for phone calls between site and the base. The gang leader 

then uses the Satellite Navigation functionality on their mobile 

device to navigate to the job. 

 

All job details collected, including photographs and start/finish 

time stamps, are sent instantly back into the Service 

Management Centre, enabling Atkins to provide real-time 

updates on job status, a key part of their Highways Agency 

SLA contract. Gang leaders also use Inform Mobile to 

conduct full risk assessments, enabling instant compliance 

with Health & Safety regulations. 

 

Benefits 
 
The application has significantly reduced job completion 

times, as time is no longer wasted on phone calls or through 

filling in and faxing job sheets, allowing Atkins� gangs to 

complete more jobs per month. 

 

However, the key benefit for Atkins is the improvement in 

service levels. Atkins now have the ability to report instantly 

and accurately on service performance, enabling them to 

meet Highway Agency KPIs and allowing them to secure 

some substantial new contracts. 
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Further details can be obtained from: 
 
Gerry Samuelsson-Brown    comit@bsria.co.uk 
BSRIA      www.comitproject.org.uk 
Old Bracknell Lane West 
Bracknell 
Berks. RG12 7AH 


